
Cognition and Writing

Cognition: the mental action or process of acquiring 
knowledge and understanding through thought, 
experience, and the senses.

Psychologists often describe two kinds of knowledge:

Perception: knowledge gained through awareness, seeing, 
or perception.

Conception: knowledge gained through judgment, thinking 
or conception.



Perception
Perception is selective and conditioned by previous knowledge

Necker Cube



Conception

1. Assimilation:  using the environment to learn a new 
behavior.

2. Accommodation: modifying behaviors to adapt to the 
environment.

Jean Piaget (1896-1980) described two processes that underlie 
human learning:

Through repeated instances of assimilation and 
accommodation we establish schemes, habits of behavior.



1. Sensorimotor: (0-2 years) no language, world of here and 
now, no notion of objective reality

2. Preoperational: (2-7 years) reason dominated by 
perception, intuitive rather than logical

3. Concrete operational:  (7-11 years) logic of classes and 
relations, thinking bound to concrete

4. Formal operational: (11-14 years) propositional thinking, 
ability to deal with hypothetical 

Piaget’s Stages of Cognitive Development



1. What is happening? -- drama -- recording experience.
2. What happened? -- narration --reporting experience
3. What happens? -- exposition --generalizing from experience
4. What may happen? -- argumentation -- theorizing about 

experience. 

James Moffet’s Continuum of a writer’s I-it relationship



Seeing and Writing
from Seeing & Writing 3 

by Donald and Christine McQuade



Observation and Inference

 Observation can be defined as the act, practice, or 
power of noticing. “Observations are concrete; they 
describe things that everyone can see in a text.”
Inference can de defined as an intellectual leap from 
what one sees to what those details might suggest.
“One of the most productive ways to approach 
understanding any text involves a two-step process: 
Make observations, and then draw reasonable and 
verifiable inferences from those observations”

from Seeing & Writing 3 
by Donald and Christine McQuade 



1.Write down as many 
observations as 
possible about this 
photograph by Mark 
Peterson.

2.Write down any 
inferences that you can 
base on your 
observations.

Exercise:



1. cardboard boxes strapped to a 
sidewalk bench with three different 
kinds of twine or fabric.

2. a Burger King sign in the top left of the 
image.

3. pieces of cardboard boxes on the 
ground.

4. dead leaves on the ground
5. four people in the background.
6. the words HANDLE WITH CARE are 

written on the box in the lower left 
corner of the photograph.

7. a pillow and at least two blankets 
visible through the opening in the box.

8. the diagonal line of the fence behind 
the bench divides the image in two.

9. the background street scene is blurry 
but the foreground bench is in focus.

Observations:
1. This is a place where someone has 

set up a place to sleep.
2. The way the photographer has 

framed the shot helps emphasize 
the juxtaposition between the life of 
a homeless person and the rest of 
bustling city life.

3. The photograph’s subject, the way 
it is framed or cropped, and the 
prominent inclusion of the Burger 
King sign and the test HANDLE 
WITH CARE, indicate that 
Peterson is making an ironic 
statement about the severity of the 
homelessness problem.

Inferences:


